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Dr. Anand Bhardwaj is the founding director of the International Institute of Vedic Culture (IIVC) with a head office located at 12, DDA Market, A-Block, Sarita Vihar, Mathura Road, New Delhi-110076, (INDIA), registered under the Indian Registration Act, 1908. The Institute provides a platform for research and development with Vastu and
related sciences under the direction of its distinguished founding director Dr. Anand Bhardwaj and his renowned teachers. IIVC strives to promote India's age-old culture and heritage in a way that can flourish internationally and create a conducive environment for serving all humanity. Vasudkhayev Kutumkam - The whole world - one
family - the fundamental ideology of the institute. He is the author of various nationally and world-renowned books. Scientific Approach to Vast Shastra, Vast Shastra in a Contemporary Context and Vrihad Vastu Shastra-Ek Mahagrant are the most popular and best-selling among the long list of his creative texts. Books of astrology zgt;
Vastu Page 1 of the 3 Previous 1 2 3 Next Green Tara that I ordered for 10/12 arrived today. I'm very pleased. William USA Excellent!!! It's cool!!! Fotis, Greece It's amazing how quickly your order arrives, beautifully packaged, just as described. Thank you very much! Verena, UK, I just got my package. It was just in time. I sincerely
appreciate all your work Exotic India. The packaging is excellent. I love all my 3 orders. Admire the skill in all 3 orders. Thank you so much. Rajalakshmi, USA Your books have come in order and I am very happy. Christina, Netherlands Thank you very much for Sri Yantra with Navaratna who arrived here safely. I noticed that you seem to
have had some difficulty in posting it so thanks... Publishing nothing these days is difficult because regular postal services are either closed or functioning poorly. I wish all the best exotic India, which is a great company... Mary, Australia Love your website and emails John, USA I love antique brass pieces and your website is the best. Not
only can I browse it, but you can purchase it very easily. Indira, USA Je towards La Martinique dans le karai ̄b. J'ai bien re'u votre envoi 'Ten Great Space Powers' et Je vous remercie pour la qualite© de votre service. Ce livre est une © pour l'™acce's la connaissance de certains aspects de la me q. Bient't GABRIEL-FREDERIC Daniel
Namascar. I am writing to thank Exotic India Arts for delivering the books that I have ordered in the last few months. As I mentioned earlier, I was looking forward to Bray Sahitik Kosh (3 volumes). I'm happy to say that all three volumes of it eventually arrived a couple of days ago in good condition. The delay is that given the conditions of
COVID19, and I want to thank you for purchasing the books despite the challenges. My best wishes for well-being for all in India, Professor Madhulyka, USA Books about Vastu Shastra Important book about Vastu are: 1. Visvakarma-prakas Vasudeva - perhaps earlier than Matsya Purana (sq.v.). 2. Mayamata - the tenth century AD or
earlier. 3. Samarangana-sutradhar Bhoya - ONE century AD 4. Manazar - The former version probably dates back to the period between the eleventh and fifteenth century. 5. Silparatna is attributed to Srikumar (sixteenth century AD).6 Wastu Ratnawali.7. Amsumadbhead - attributed to Mazyape8. Vastusutra-upanisad is the earliest
known work of image creation. In six chapters we are talking about stones, a compositional diagram, the carved arrangement of part of the image, the main emotions associated with the images, the overall composition of the image panel. The metaphysical question of the origin of the form and its importance to achieve mox is a central
idea. Trends Elements Show More Start your review of The Journey of Vastu Shastra Complex Interpretation vastu shastraAuthor wrote the book in more detail, but I do not find any practical things to use in this book ... I'm not related to the author's interpretation. easy to read. A few important things are missed, like how to analyze plots
that are not fully covered by the house (i.e. most single-family homes, bungalows, etc.) or plots that are irregularly shaped. VASTU SHASTRAShort and the exact information covered in this book. Must read to get first knowledge. Lots of ideas and examples, but a few themes like the kitchen on the north side of the remedy are not
covered. GoodA b v c v v v v b be be b. B BB n. Just. Just in hj y Good book book is simple and easy to understand basic vastu and remedies that are easy to understand... All the good luck I read it, but you need to read it a couple of times to assimilate the information from ... Very informative I read a lot of vastu and feng shui books.
They are usually more confusing than educational. It wasn't like that. He showed me that this system is adaptable, and easy to understand. The only negative is the author is not a native English speaker, an editor was needed. And an index of words that are not English would help a lot. I want to know vastu.so this book will definitely give
me a push to understand vastu in detail. Page 2 X Post by Dr. Smita: Vastu Shastra is not an over-the-counter medicine (OTC). Never practice it by reading several articles or books as it can have negative consequences, and one could also end up spending a huge amount of money on construction. As a human body, every home/office
is a different study, hence it requires an expert to analyze it. Vastu are the doctors of the buildings. Buildings. The books are designed in such a way that they inform the ordinary non-specialist in simple and ordinary language the various principles and advice to Vastu embedded in Vedic texts. Vastu texts can be used at any local
bookstore to learn the basic concept of Vastu-Shastra. Today, many vastou experts are writing a book about Vastu-Shastra specifically for ordinary people to spread the word about this ancient science that could hide somewhere. Vastu's books begin with the blessing of God and Vastu Purusha in a simple and ordinary language and
describe about five elements of the Earth. The book then goes on to list Vastu's direction and the presiding deity of a particular direction. Vastu books are also informed about the choice of site, accommodation and location of each room and things to know before planning a house or office with a certain set of rules for each type of
construction. Always prefer Vasta book, written by a veteran expert, because half of the knowledge is fatal to our lives, and today many people who might know some principle or practice Vasta start writing a book as a profit motive. Therefore, the book of Vastu should be chosen with caution, which conveys not the full, but the true
information that can be applied in a living place. Today, even e-books or guides are available online, from which you can learn simple tips for posting numbers and correcting Vastu dosha, if any. Make your environment a better place to live. Click here to take advantage of our Vastu Consultants vastu shastra book pdf. vastu shastra book
in hindi. vastu shastra book in marathi. vastu shastra book in gujarati pdf. vastu shastra book for architects. vastu shastra book in bengali pdf. vastu shastra book in gujarati. vastu shastra book in marathi pdf
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